U.S. Competitiveness in Cloud Computing:
Updating the Standard for Government Access to Stored Communications
The failure to update ECPA threatens the global competitiveness of the United States in
cloud computing and risks losing American jobs to foreign competitors.
ECPA is the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. It sets standards for government
access to private information transmitted and stored on the Internet: emails, private photos,
corporate data, draft reports – everything private or sensitive that businesses and individuals
store in electronic form.
ECPA was adopted in 1986 and is woefully outdated. Under ECPA, the U.S. Justice
Department claims that it does not need a warrant to compel production of emails and other
sensitive materials stored by a cloud computing company for its customers. Instead,
according to DOJ, government officials and regulatory agencies can use subpoenas issued
without a judge’s approval to force cloud providers to turn over proprietary or personal data.
Cloud Computing: Jobs, Economic Growth, and U.S. Leadership
Businesses all over the world are looking to cloud-based services for their information
management needs in order to save money on equipment and to achieve better computing
reliability and data security. Cloud based services allow companies to expand their
computing capacity quickly – particularly valuable for start-up businesses and entrepreneurs.
Such services give employees the flexibility to share information and collaborate. The global
cloud market is expected to expand to $241 billion by 2020.
American companies have been the global leaders in cloud computing, and cloud computing
has been an engine for U.S.-based innovation, economic growth, and job creation.
Outdated ECPA Threatens Cloud Computing
Currently, ECPA allows the government to compel a cloud service provider to produce
private communications or materials of its users without a warrant. If the same information
were stored locally, the government would have to either get a warrant or serve a subpoena
directly on the target of the investigation, giving the target the opportunity to assert its rights.
Companies and individuals understandably want to know what is happening with their data,
to defend their rights against government overreaching or mistakes. Because ECPA allows
the government to access data without a judicial order and without notice to the owner of the
data, it discourages businesses and individuals from using cloud services.
Cloud computing firms in Europe are trying to exploit the weakness of ECPA by advertising
their non-U.S. hosting services. European law has its own problems, but the perception that
U.S. law affords poor protections is leading some to avoid U.S.-based cloud services.
Congress should support U.S. industry and send a strong signal to the rest of the world by
amending ECPA to apply the same protections to all private data regardless of whether it is
stored locally or in the cloud.

